Support of the Perimeter, 14-24 Aug. 1950

Key:
- TF 77: Operations
- COMUS: Operations
- TRiumph: Operations
- BASS beach: Reconnaissance
- JAMAICA: 15 Aug.
- MOUNTS BAY: JAMAICA 14 Aug.
- ROKN engagement: Blockade station
- Fuelling: TF 77 18 Aug.
- CVE: Operations

Notable Locations:
- Korea Bay
- PortArthur
- Pusan
- KingHong
- Tsushima Strait
- Korea Strait
- ChongJu
- Changjin
- Wonsan
- WILTSIE 24 Aug.
- TOLEDO 14-18 Aug.
- MANSFIELD 22 Aug.
- HELENA 24 Aug.

Nautical miles scale indicated.